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ABSTRACT 

 

 This paper presents a designing and manufacture of medication conveyance robots for hospitals. Computerization is a field 

which is skewering its branches practically in all assistance arranged fields which is presently reached out in the field of 

medication. This paper targets planning a robot for conveying the heap to substitute the nursing administration. The 

correspondence between the client and nursing robot is given by sending remotely the information from a RF transmitter 

module to a RF beneficiary on the versatile stage. It utilizes a sound and video correspondence to address patients about the 

medication. It can likewise screen the pulse and temperature levels of the patient and send information to client. This shows that 

it give steady and reliable framework and keeps the assembling cost low. This robot was executed in an Arduino Mega 2560 

and the product utilized is Arduino IDE. 

Keywords: Automation, Nursing, Line follower Robot, RFID, Voice play back circuit. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Robotics is an innovation which is wide spreading nowadays practically in all of the fields beginning from the complicated 

rocket innovation to checking the harvest in the field of horticulture. In this paper we utilize the innovation technology in 

tracking down the option for the human asset for doing basic administrations in hospitals, for example, robots for implying the 

patients to take medication of to take their food appropriately in time duration and to convey the pills in view of the specialist's 

recommendation to the patient. These days medical clinics are packed because of expansion in loads of new illness. Deficiency 

of the asset is an outstanding jug neck.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                  Fig 1 : Comparison of patients rating their care as excellence. 
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This graph shows that the confidence and trust in the medical attender is much related significance given to a specialist. Import 

assignment of an attendant is to deal with patient apportioned to them by giving them prescriptions in appropriate time duration 

and recording the patient's body parameters. 

Conveying pills to the patient of one ward in a consistent schedule would take around half to 60 minutes. Yet, conveying  a pill 

is anything but a main job which can be computerized. This was the inspiration driving for evolving this paper. However, 

hospital is a composite surroundings which is made out of different exercises, for example, laboratories, scan center, emergency 

ward, short term ward and general ward. Thus designing a robot is an intense undertaking to work in that complicated 

surroundings. Here the development and observing the way to the patients area is done through wifi camera and RF transmitter 

and beneficiary , correspondingly to distinguish the snags a module in view of ultrasonic sensor is utilized. Here we us a 

wireless sound communication framework module which will give a voice aionnd video communication. 

2.    LITERATURE  REVIEW.      

1.   Huang et al proposed the intelligent pill box—Design and implementation (2014), 

 The implementation of pill box has proposed by keeping the problems of old age people in mind to provide full medication 

safety. The pill box will remind the patient about timing by doing this drug abusing can be controlled.  

2.  Al-Majeed et al proposed Home telehealth by Internet of Things (IoT) (2015),  

The real time monitoring can be possible through IOT which helps in development of low cost medical sensing, communication 

and analytic devices which make quality of life, in case of density of messages there is fear of information degradation but by 

using proper algorithm we can resolve the problem and can make the low cost imaging, sensing and human computer interaction 

technology. 

3.  Udaykumar Naik et al Proposed  Experimental Framework for automated bed localization and  drug identification using 

Zigbee  signal strength and mobile robot(2019),  

The aim of this work is to deliver correct drugs to patients on a timely basis.The technique uses a wall follower robot which 

moves along the ward detecting the beds with the use of infrared sensors and distributes the exact medicine assigned to the 

patients with the aid of ZigBee network signal variations.The use of motion robots considerably improves the quality of patient 

care and reduces human errors in medicine administration. 

 

3.   METHOD 

3.1   Existing Method 

There are many new technology advancements in the new days for hospital management. In any case, patient consideration is a 

significant angle in the hospitalsurroudings. The existing technique accessible for robotize the hospital  administrations in a 

level 3 hospitals  is an attendant carry medicines to the patient's room and records the patient's body parameters in the patient 

graph. In level two hospitals an attendant will be accessible in the patients ward and all of the subtleties of the patients 

accessible in the ward will be recorded in a different system and during the ward visit specialist will gather the data from the 

system. In level 1 hospitals robots are engaged with performing complex activities, for example, davinci robot which gives 



more exact control with most extreme accuracy and Xenex Germ-Zapping Robot which utilizes UV rays for eliminating the 

unsafe microscopic organisms in the hospitals. 

3.2   Proposed Pill Delivery Robot 

Robotics is a field which is a blend of hardware and Mechanical Engineering. This field was created to substitute the human and 

to imitate teir activities. Here we propose a proficient and savvy technique for including advanced mechanics as a substitute of 

medical attender in hospital surroundings which is the fundamental needs for a decent hospital. The proposed medicine 

conveyance robot is of the accompanying modules. 

1.Wireless Robotic Chassis with medication plate. 

2.Ultrasonic Sensor for recognition the barriers. 

3.Temperature sensor module for checking the internal heat level. 

4.Pulse sensor for checking the body pulse. 

5.A Wifi IP camera module for alarming the patient with regards to the pills. 

3.2.1.  nRF24L01 Module 

The nFR24L01 is a transceiver module which means that it can both send and receive the data.These modules are very 

cheap, smaller in size and has a lot of specifications.  

3.2.2.  Ultrasonic Sensor  

It consists of two circular eyes out of which one is used to transmit the US signal and the other to receive the US rays. The time 

taken by the rays to get transmitted and received back is calculated by the microcontroller  

Ultrasonic Sensor HC-SR04 is a sensor that can measure distance. It emits an ultrasound at 40 000 Hz (40kHz) which travels 

through the air and if there is an object or obstacle on its path It will bounce back to the module. Considering the travel t ime and 

the speed of the sound you can calculate the distance. 

3.2.3. MLX90614 Temperature Sensor Module 

Here I’ll use a MLX90614 (GY906) Infrared non contact temperature sensor and I’ll measure temperature in °C and 

°F. So, each object emits infrared waves depending on its heat, and these waves are detect ed using a thermopile which 

get hotter and hotter, in the same time converting the excess heat to electricity  

 

3.2.4. Measure your heartbeat with Arduino (Sensor XD 58C) 

In this article we will go to realize a project with Arduino using the XD-58C sensor. This sensor does nothing but 

measure heart rate of the heart, it can be found in any medical equipment that is used in measuring heart rate. It can be 

worn on the finger or on the earlobe. Suitable for all projects that require heart rate data. Measure heart rate  with the 

XD-58C sensor. 
 

3.2.5. WiFi Wireless CCTV HD IP Camera Module 

WiFi Wireless CCTV HD IP camera  with 128GB SD Card Supported for Indoor Outdoor. Use WiFi Live Video Stream in 

Mobile or Laptop 2 Way Chat. 

                               



 

 

4.     CONCLUSION 

At mega 2560 is liked over different sheets since it is the most famously fabricating a robot. The Nursing Robot will assist the 

patient with taking the pills at the right time. In light of timing, the robot will move starting with one spot then onto the next 

place. It tracks the way by utilizing camera. Since DC motor is utilized for movement of the robot, so it can move in four 

headings with no requirements. Assuming any barrier is there it can perceive effectively by the Obstacle sensors. It moves to 

the following room by wireless idea. Our proposed framework is interacted with sensors which improve the patient caring level 

in the emergency clinic with the assistance of IoT innovation. We can developing this concerning robot in the emergency clinic 

for staying the patients about their drugs without human mediations. 
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